Silent Auction Items

1. **Munchkinland Must-Haves:** Includes a great collection of WICKED merchandise. More excitingly, this silent auction items includes a WICKED Grimmerie hand-signed by the entire cast; as well as a Framed Hand-Signed Press Photo collage of the Principals.

2. **Emerald City Essentials:** Again, includes an array of WICKED merchandise, but also includes a retired show prop and a WICKED Souvenir Program Hand-Signed by the Principals.

3. **Music of Oz Basket:** Perfect for anyone who’s fallen in love with the music of WICKED. This Silent Auction Item features retired hand-signed drumsticks and drum heads, a piece from the WICKED Score hand-signed by its composer and lyricist, Stephen Schwartz. This item also includes the opportunity for you to experience the show as so few have from the orchestra pit during a live performance.

4. **‘We Witch You A Merry Christmas’ Ornament Collection:** Includes four custom made ornaments from inside our Munchkinland family representing the witches of Oz, the 10th Anniversary commemorative Ornament, and the “What is This Feeling?” WICKED Snow Globe.

5. **TWO Hand-Signed Framed Posters:** This is a one of a kind evening with performances made specifically for tonight. The company of WICKED is so happy to be here in Cleveland during the holidays and with your help be able to make a difference. Go home with a little piece of this evening with an official hand-signed cast poster, and the ONLY cast signed poster that commemorates this evening’s event, ‘A WICKED WONDERLAND’.

SILENT AUCTION TABLES WILL REMAIN OPEN FOR 15 MINUTES AFTER THE SHOW!
Charity Merchandise

$10 – WICKED Tote Bags: Recyclable, Reusable, so we can all go GREEN together.

$20 – Carols for A Cure CD: A compilation of holiday music recorded by the casts of current Broadway & Off-Broadway Shows.

$30 – WICKED ‘Good Cook’ Apron: Perfect for those of you hosting the holidays this year.

$100 – Cast Signed WICKED Poster: The magic of live theater is that the performances you see can never be recreated and the configuration of this amazing WICKED cast can never be duplicated. We have a very limited number of these representing the cast playing here in Cleveland at the State Theater.

For Signed Posters or any of our WICKED Charity Merchandise please see the cast members at the table in the lobby!